Chair: Sanjal Gavande
Vice Chair: Kelsi Calvillo

ocninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: https://www.oc99s.org

June 2020
June 11—Non-banquet Zoom meeting
7pm. Look for an email invitation!
June 17—Business Meeting 6pm via
ZOOM. Look for an invitation email.







Local and more distant airport cafes
open for takeout, some outdoor
seating, and limited indoor
dining: Corona, Hemet, Fullerton,
French Valley, Big Bear, Gillespie,
Palomar, Montgomery, Santa Barbara,
Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo, Paso
Robles, and Half Moon Bay.
Call first to check on restaurant hours.
Check out our 99s window decals for
sale on our website! Thank you,
Arlene Wilske, for all of your hard
work!
https://oc99s.org/oc-99s-chapter-saleitems/

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s/

Meet our 2020 OC 99s
Scholarship Winners!
Sanjal Gavande—Awarded the Vicky
Anderson Memorial Scholarship
Sanjal joined the 99s March 7, 2018, and will
be using her scholarship funds to obtain her
Commercial License. Sanjal is our new Orange
County (OC) 99s Chair. She has also been our
Public Relations Chair for several years. Sanjal’s
participation in OC 99s and Southwest Section (SWS) events
and meetings is extensive.

Sofia Nosratabadi—Awarded the
Shirley Tanner Memorial
Scholarship
Sofia joined the 99s March 12, 2019, and
is finishing up her Private Pilot License. She will be using
her scholarship funds to obtain her instrument rating. Sofia is
our new OC 99s Secretary. She has also been an active
participant in our OC99s and SWS meetings, often being the
photographer on scene. Sofia is on our Historical
Preservation Committee and writes articles for Plane Tales
every month. Sofia also helped her instructor, Garry Felker,
prepare his presentation for our Flying Companion Seminar.

Soyla Flor Tostado—Awarded the
Eleanor Todd Memorial Scholarship

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and
mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots,
the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Soyla joined the 99s December 10, 2018, and
is using her scholarship funds to obtain her
instrument rating. Soyla is the Vice Chair
nominee and Webmaster for her Long Beach
(LGB) chapter. She has actively participated in 99s events,
fly-ins, and has attended all LGB chapter meetings since
joining. She has also volunteered at the 99s booth at Women
in Aviation International (WAI). Recently, she participated
in an AOPA Beyond Proficient video, Flying to Catalina
Island.

Meet our new (and returning) Orange County Ninety-Nines board of directors!
Chair—Sanjal Gavande: Hello fellow 99s! I hope this message finds you all healthy and safe.
I am so excited to serve as the chairman for one of the most talented and active 99s chapters in
Southern California. Did you know that we have 19 active student pilots and 6 CFIs in our chapter,
with members ranging from 18-91 years in age?! During my time as an OC 99, over the last three
years, I have met a lot of general aviation pilots, certified flight instructors, and career and military
pilots. If you are looking to meet some extraordinary people and learn something from them, you
are in the right place as an OC 99. In case you are wondering, I grew up in Mumbai, India and
moved to the United States of America in 2011. I fell in love with flying not too long ago; and, just
recently, I completed my instrument rating. Right now, I am working on completing ground
school training for my commercial license. In my day job, I work as an aerodynamics and
performance engineer with Toyota Racing in Costa Mesa, California. Working for NASCAR racing has been
exhilarating; and, I believe, it has taught me a lot about engines, which consequently has helped me become a much
better pilot. Lastly, when I’m not flying or working, I really enjoy a bike ride for relaxation or a quick run to the beach
for exercise. The recent COVID-19 pandemic has changed the world as we know it. For most of us, it has been difficult
to venture out in the sky to stretch our aviation wings. I truly find it inspiring to see that most of the 99s are finding
ways to continue their training virtually, despite the current situation. As Dr. Maya Angelou once said, “You may
encounter many defeats, but you must not be defeated”. I look forward to meeting and getting to know each one of you
in the coming months. Blue Skies and Tail Winds, Sanjal

Vice-Chair—Kelsi Calvillo: I’ve always had a love If aviation growing up since my dad was a
private pilot. My first flight was when I was a month and a half old, and I spent many weekends in a
hangar as a kid. I remember my first time “flying” was through Banning pass in the co-pilot’s seat.
I’d say aviation was my first love. Back in 2018, I decided to attend OCC’s Private Pilot ground
school and save some money for flight lessons during that time. I passed my private in July 2019 and
discovered the 99s in December. I immediately involved myself in meetings and started managing
our Instagram account. I am looking forward to a wonderful year as the Vice Chair for the Orange
County 99s chapter. Kelsi

Secretary—Sofia Nosratabadi: I got sucked into the mystery of aviation by Diane Myers. It was done so
smoothly and imperceptibly that I didn’t realize what happened until I was already part of its fabric. My introduction
to flying began with me living underneath the traffic pattern of Camarillo Airport, watching Cessnas practice landings
over my house all day. I didn’t know what a Cessna was back then, or that I was flying in one
during my intro flight lesson that I got as a birthday gift. My first flight consisted of me
white-knuckling the yoke and staring like a deer in the headlights at my instruments the
entire time, instead of outside the cockpit I was overwhelmed by the responsibility of it all.
Being goaded into taxiing, then weaving all over the runway to its outer edges, only
reaffirmed my belief that I shouldn’t be here. Who knew that someday I would be here again,
this time landing a plane at Camarillo Airport by myself? Because 10 years later, I got
another flight lesson as a birthday gift. So, I went the second time, and then a third time,
until I found myself knee-deep in flight school, having to demonstrate skills a lot more
complex than just taxiing on a runway. That’s where Diane Myers discovered me. Seizing on my status as a new
student pilot at her flight school, she casually invited me to one OC99 meeting, then another. Then, after learning that
I love photography, she invited me to photograph our Pilot of the Year Banquet. Then, she invited me to write a few
impressions for Plane Tales. Then, one day, I was surprised with the role of Secretary for the OC 99s. And, that’s how
I got inducted into the world of aviation with all the other talented female pilots. Sofia

Treasurer—Lena Wilson: One year before graduating from high school in Mexico, Lena took
her first left seat flight while visiting her grandparents. She flew in a TB-9 out of Long Beach. Right
after takeoff, she was certain that she would be experiencing flight again. She never doubted she
would learn to fly and that challenge became reality. Now, eight years later, she is a private pilot
with her instrument certification. Lena received educational and moral support from the OC99s and
decided to give back by serving as Treasurer for the past four years. She is delighted to be able to
serve another year.

Spring 2020 SWS Mee ng with a Touch of Costa Rica
~ By Soﬁa Nosratabadi
We gathered for our Southwest Sec on Mee ng via Zoom this me around. We were 112
members strong, with several interna onal board members in a endance, including President
Jan McKenzie. Good thing Irene was the ﬁrst presenter. She set the tone by transpor ng us
from our cooped-up, boxed-in state to a tropical paradise in Costa Rica.
Irene’s Budget Report was an eye-opener for me. I found it shocking that it costs over $1,300 just to print and mail the
postcards no fying our members of an upcoming Southwest Sec on Mee ng. Now is the me to switch to email
no ﬁca ons, so we can redirect those unused funds toward something more fun, or more scholarship-related. It is
already in our Sec on Bylaws – Ar cle V- Mee ngs – Sec on 4 allows no ﬁca on via print or email.
Equally interes ng was that one of our members was awarded a ﬁrst-ever drone scholarship. Although the FAA
created the Remote Pilot Cer ﬁcate just four years ago, already over 100,000 people have it. It’s an easy exam to pass,
with a success rate of 92% and can be used in many ways. A friend of mine captured his friend surﬁng. What his friend
didn’t realize was that he was surrounded by dolphins under water, but the drone saw them from the air.
The main theme of our mee ng was vo ng. We con nue to encounter the same vo ng challenges that plague us
elsewhere in life: How do we make vo ng a rac ve, painless and fraud-free? If you don’t think there is a cost of you
keeping quiet, consider this: During our most recent Sec on elec on, out of the 1,619 ballots, only 228 members
responded. And, it cost us a whopping $1,198 of which only $299 is the cost of the electronic por on. The mailed
ballots are very expensive. Of the 296 paper ballots only 40 were returned.
If everyone opted in and switched to electronic vo ng, it would only cost $299 for e-votes through Elec onBuddy, as
opposed to $22.48 for every paper ballot that was returned. And, we wouldn’t have to run to the grocery store to buy
stamps or envelopes to return the paper ballots. The San Diego Chapter has been using electronic ballots for years and
said how easy it is to do. I’ve used it before, too, and I breezed right through it. If we all opt-in to vote by email, we
will stop the insanity and save a lot of money and me. It’s also a chance for our younger members to vote in a format
they are used to and accept, and it’s important for the Southwest Sec on’s records if ever there is an audit. It would
also put us in good graces with our fearless bylaws leader, Pat Pren ss.
One of the common obstacles to vo ng included apathy – if there is only one candidate for each posi on, why is vo ng
necessary at all? It seems like a foregone conclusion. And, while there is the op on to write in another candidate, you
need that persons approval. The candidates and their bios were introduced at the last Winter Workshop and loaded
onto the Southwest Sec on website. However, when it came me for actual vo ng, the candidate bios were not
alongside the candidate names in the email or the paper ballot. So, there was a disconnect between the ac on of
vo ng and having all the necessary informa on handy in one place at the me of vo ng. This is where Elec onBuddy
comes in – it has the ability to upload a picture of the candidate and their bio, making the vo ng process streamlined
and fast. Pat Pren ss reminded us that some posi ons oﬀer more than one choice of candidates, which is an even
more important reason to vote.
In conclusion, we were reminded of the power of our voice – it’s an aﬃrma ve declara on of our opinion. If we
abstain from vo ng, that doesn’t necessarily mean that we automa cally agree with the ballot choices. And, our ac ve
par cipa on signals our level of engagement with our organiza on. Since we have the opportunity to make it fast and
easy for ourselves, there is no reason we can’t vote.
Note from Irene – I was impressed by the Zoom call. It was very well managed with 112 members online. Our SWS
Governor, Jeanne Fenimore, managed to cover the compete agenda in about 1.5 hours, which is a real record. We were
not able to hear each chapter’s one-minute brag session; but, those reports will be available on the sec on website in
the members only area. Pat Pren ss concluded the mee ng by conduc ng the installa on of our new oﬃcers. It was
nice to have the Interna onal members on the call as they were able to address speciﬁc topics.

Connie Long—Almost a 99!

~By Celia Vanderpool

Born at home in Riverside, California, June 16th, 1921, local na ve Connie Long will turn a magical 99
years young in June. She is FINALLY going to be a real 99!!! Her daughter (and one of our long me OC
99s members), Celia Vanderpool, has tried to keep her current. Here she is ﬂying a Stearman on her 90th
birthday, and a Waco on her 95th. For Mother’s Day, Celia and Connie ﬂew Celia’s trusty Cessna 180
around the patch.

That was a er Celia and Connie had a COVID-safe
manicurist and hairdresser come to the house for
essen al grooming, and a game of scrabble. The
Centennial Celebra on next year is up in the air, so
to speak.
An Army Air Corps/US Air Force wife and widow,
Connie ﬁrst ﬂew with her husband in a BT-13 while
pregnant with Celia’s older sister. That was back in
the day when instructor pilots could take their wives up every six months.
We should all be so lucky to have our mother to take ﬂying this late in life, especially mothers who share
the joy and love of ﬂight. Connie climbs right up into the cockpit like a spider monkey, with minimal
assistance, and she loves to hang out in Celia’s hangar.
If you would like to wish this Honorary 99 a special birthday, you can email us at
OCNinetyNines@Gmail.com and we will forward your messages to Celia and Connie.

Connie and co-pilot
Skye ready to fly in the
Cessna 180.

Post-flight debriefing
with a Manhattan!

FLYING ADVENTURE TO SEDONA

~ By Carol Benne

A er more than two months of isola on, and zero ﬂight instruc ng, I was considering the possibility of ge ng
back in the cockpit in early June – with perhaps some con ngencies in mind. Then I got an email from my most
recent instrument student graduate, Jason, asking me what I thought about joining him for a ﬂight out to Sedona.
He had also been isola ng at home with his family; so I must confess that I didn’t need much persuading to take
him up on his invita on!

Sniffing the happy gas @ 11,000’

We decided on Sunday 24th May, which promised some relief from enroute
turbulence and gus ng surface winds, and ahead of some much higher
temperatures in the forecast for the following days. We had planned an early
departure out of Fullerton where Jason keeps his C172, and were looking to ﬁle
IFR and be wheels up latest 8:00 a.m. Our early morning brieﬁng indicated a
decent tailwind at our cruise al tude of 11,000 and nega ve turbulence, and we
planned on cancelling IFR a er the TNP VOR with a fuel stop at either Lake Havasu
or Needles, depending on which was repor ng the most favorable surface winds.
Havasu won the toss, with winds of 320@17 gus ng 21kts – so straight down the
runway at least. So much for the earlier forecast of no
gusts! Jason made a perfect landing on Rwy 32 and we
were fueled and airborne again by 11:00 a.m.

Jason had ﬁled VFR at 9,500 for the next leg over to
Sedona with a planned overﬂight of the Bagdad Copper
Mine, then DRK VOR and the town of Co onwood before
star ng our descent into Sedona. At about 15 nm out the
Bagdad Copper Mine
winds were reported as 200@14 gus ng 17 kts, but as we
Carol & Jason & N3862Q
got closer the winds suddenly shi ed to 170@5kts, which
s ll favored Rwy 21 for landing, but without the gusts to deal with. Being a holiday weekend, the area around
the airport was busy with helicopters giving scenic tours, so we decided to go ahead and land rather than ﬂy our
own scenic tour of the area ﬁrst – we can save that for our next visit!
A er a brief stop at Sedona for a quick lunch, seated at the bar of the
airport Mesa Grill (no social distancing or masks required!!), we were on our
way again with three windsocks and the airport ﬂags all blowing in diﬀerent
direc ons. But, the surface temperature of 75 degrees F had been very kind
to us for our visit– it was just beau ful!
We stopped for fuel again at Lake Havasu on our return trip. A er
departure we followed the river and overﬂew the London Bridge and Parker
Departing Sedona
Dam; then we circled brieﬂy over a camping area near Buckskin Mountain
State Park to rock our wings for Jason’s father who was staying there over
the holiday weekend. The whole area was so busy with people camping and boa ng, it looked to be completely
full! We con nued to follow the Colorado River un l overhead Parker airﬁeld and then headed westbound at
10,500 VFR towards TNP VOR, then north of Palm Springs; through the Banning Pass and then direct to the PDZ
VOR.
The ﬂight was smooth, but the skies became more and
more hazy as we started our descent into Fullerton; so
Jason loaded the LOC DME Rwy 24 approach into his GPS
to help guide us home. We landed back at Fullerton just
before 7:30 pm. Jason was a pleasure to ﬂy with and we
had plenty of me enroute to catch up, put the world to
rights, and contemplate how our daily lives will look for us
all over the coming months.

London Bridge at Lake Havasu
Parker Dam

Getting in Some Hours!

~By Tess Karich

Hello Ladies, this episode of Extreme Social Distancing is courtesy the TGIF Group, of which I am a proud longstanding
member. Let's call them “The Gang” since it is truly a motley crew. Honestly I have been privileged to know these folks
for about 11 years. Let’s just say these folks (Colleen included) worked on me to get my license for a long time! I am
even guessing there were a couple that had bets I wouldn’t make it! Well, I showed them! Ordinarily we get together on
Friday Nights for dinner and they decide where they want to fly Saturday for lunch. Well the darn virus kinda put a
damper on things. BUT, that doesn’t stop these folks! We now have a Facebook Page and the Air Boss decides on a
location and a time and anyone who is able can show up. We bring folding chairs and a sack lunch if needed.
Last week we went to KIZA, this was probably my longest flight (both ways) in N150HF. There were about 5 airplanes,
the fastest one was Henry in his N22YY Lancair Legacy. It probably only took him 40 minutes. It took me a solid 2 hours!
I navigated thru the LAX Special Flight Rules corridor on the way up there. It is kind of eerie, there were no other planes
to be seen. Also, I only saw one plane coming in for landing at LAX. I was able to stay at 4500
to get to KIZA and I just flew KCMA, KSBA then on to Santa Ynez. It was a really nice flight
actually. The Gang was all there when I landed, a half hour late… They were so happy that I
finally made it to a destination spot. We had a nice lunch. Thanks to my buddy Fred for the pic,
thats me in the red shirt making the Peace Sign. The folks there at KIZA are great. The fuel
was priced pretty reasonably. What a sweet little airport! The trip home was pretty uneventful
and we climbed to 5500 to go the Coastal Route thru Class B. The air was pretty smooth and
had a great flight home. Logged almost 4 hours on this flight!
The following week The Gang decided to go a little closer to home. KHMT. As luck would have it, the restaurant was
OPEN! Riverside has relaxed their “rules” so we were able to sit outside on the patio and enjoy lunch from the restaurant.
I have to say, I had something of an eventful trip up there. I departed KSNA and proceeded to climb to 5500. I was afraid
the 150 wouldn’t climb fast enough to get over! It did. Yay for that. However as I was getting near F70 (decided to
navigate there first and turn toward KHMT and it will put you on the 45) so I started to gradually descend and the engine
started running really rough! This was a first for me. The temps were probably 95 on the ground so it was cooler at
altitude, but it took me a couple minutes to figure it out. CARB ICE. My first time experiencing carb ice! I glanced at the
tach and I noticed the RPMs declining.. 2000 RPM, what the heck, and I was literally near French Valley, so I was
preparing to make an emergency landing. I told the March Controller that I had engine roughness and that I may need to
land at F70, he notified me that they were closed down! He said to do so at my own discretion. Then the lightbulb went
off… Added Carb Heat, and the plane flew fine. Proceeded to KHMT where I met up with the Motley Crew. The staff
were great at Hangar One Cafe. Bambi, the owner was super cool and came out and chatted us up. She is thrilled to be
open again. If you’re looking for a spot to fly to, they are Open for service!
This week we had easily 10 airplanes. There were actually 3 Cessna 150s! What are the
chances? A 182, a Diamondstar, a Glasair, a Cherokee, a Sonex, a Sr22 and even a Twin
Seneca. Wow… Needless to say, Bambi was really happy to see us.
Our flight home was great except there were some puffy things developing on the coast. The
tower had me stay high, thankfully, to let a faster airplane that was coming up the coast, so I
was above the clouds. He cleared me to the pattern when I got close to Signal Peak after the
Twin and I was descending but there were some little puffies around. Thankfully I was able to
scoot around a few puffies and enter the pattern with no issues. I am so grateful for the
privilege of flying and feel so good when I am able to experience different things. This flight
was one of them! As it turns out, one of my buddies shared a similar Carb Heat story with me
while he was flying a Marchetti. So I don’t feel like a total dork! Overall, I think I reacted
correctly. My passenger/husband was kind of impressed with the way I handled that situation.
Thanks again, Diane and Amy, for letting me share my stories with you!

Under Water Flights . . . or Landing at Airports that are Below Sea Level

~ by Diane Myers

On Sunday, May 3rd, I completed the ﬂight por on of my Flight Review with Ralph. Flight Reviews should
challenge the pilot; so I decided to ﬂy to diﬀerent airports, all the airports that are below sea level except
Furnace Creek in Death Valley. I took oﬀ from CRQ and headed east. Prac ce VOR/GPS-A approach Imperial,
landed runway 32. Departed on 32, turned east, prac ce RNAV approach 26 Brawley, landed 26. Departed
on 26, ﬂew NW for prac ce RNAV (GPS) 8 Calipatria, landed runway 8. Departed on runway 26, ﬂew NW for
prac ce RNAV (GPS) 35 approach Thermal, landed 35.
Winds were light at each airport, temperatures over 90 degrees (hooray for air condi oning!).

<- Minus 54’

<- Minus 135’

On the ground at Imperial, -54’

On the ground at Brawley, -135’

The biggest challenge was the fact that the Imperial, Brawley and Calipatria are so close together. I had to
have all airport diagrams and approach plates out in advance to know runway numbers, frequencies,
approaches available, etc. Straight-line distance between Imperial and Brawley is 10nm, distance ﬂying the
approach was 21nm. Max al tude on that leg was 1700’. Straight-line distance between Brawley and Calipatria is 8.3nm, distance ﬂying the approach was 25nm.
Max al tude on that leg was 2500’.
Imperial (KIPL) is 54’ below sea level, runway 32 is 5300’ long and 100’ wide
Brawley (KBWC) is 133’ below sea level, runway 26 is 4100’ long, 60’ wide, displaced threshold 100’
Calipatria (KCLR) is 185’ below sea level, runway 8/26 is 3400’ long and 50’ wide; rwy 8 displayed threshold
110’, rwy 26 displaced threshold 230’
Thermal (KTRM) is 135’ below sea level, runway 35 is 8500’ long and 150’ wide
Oh, yes - Ralph agreed to sign me oﬀ for my ﬂight review. Whew!

WHERE IS THE EDGE OF THAT TAXIWAY?

~By Pat Prentiss

It isn’t often that a pilot chooses to fly her single-engine piston aircraft into Los Angeles International, but given
the reduction in traffic due to the COVID-19 pandemic, now seemed the best time.
Prepared to be denied, although not probable, I filed a tower enroute.
The clearance? N735MW is cleared to Los Angeles International, on departure turn right to 220, radar vectors
Seal Beach, direct, climb and maintain 2000, expect 4000 in 10 minutes, departure frequency 125.35, squawk
4707.
Ahhh, beautiful, we’re on our way. I even called Signature Flight Support and gave them an estimated time of
arrival. No surprises there.
I never thought I would say that the Los Angeles scenery was cool to look at, but from
4,000 feet, it really became quite appealing. As the airport came closer and closer, it was
truly amazing to see this huge piece of pavement getting bigger and bigger. I’ve flown
into Los Angeles International during my corporate flying days and I’ve flown over Los
Angeles International in the VFR corridor, but this was different, and maybe it was
different because I was in my Cessna 206 in which I’d never flown into this “bigger than
life” airport.
Looking out at LAX on the

Flying along listening to the humming of my engine and actually somewhat mesmerized
approach to 25L
by the flight, Air Traffic Control interrupted and asked if I wanted the visual or the full ILS
to 25L. I chose the ILS to 25L because I wanted to fly all aspects of the approach and to be truthful, I wanted to
leave separation responsibility with Air Traffic Control.
The approach went well and apart from being off centerline a bit, the landing was darn
good. I was cleared to Signature where I was the only airplane on the ramp. I parked and
noticed upon exiting my aircraft there were two big spots of oil. How did I get so lucky
as to park right over them, especially since there were no other airplanes on the ramp? I
turned and looked at Richard who had a small smile on his face. Wait a minute, he’d
flown into LAX a couple of weeks earlier and this is exactly where the Chipmunk had
parked, or so he finally told me. Phew, at least it wasn’t my 206 leaking – and as with
any warbird, leaking oil was very normal. No need to worry further.

Shooting the approach to LAX 25L
- look at those needles!

Grabbed a candy bar and a soft drink and it was time to think about going home. We
paid the requested fee and attempted to call for an IFR clearance. It turns out that you
can’t call Clearance for an IFR clearance. You have to pre-file so we opted to fly VFR to
John Wayne. We taxied and taxied and taxied having a problem remaining between the
taxiway edges because they were so far away we could barely see them. They crossed
us over 25L and 25R and then gave us Runway 25R for takeoff, full length!
Yeah, all 12,923 feet of it. I was airborne before I crossed the numbers, and maintained
runway heading to the shoreline. As I climbed out above the airfield it was sad to see all
those beautiful pieces of machinery parked and going nowhere.

On Signature’s ramp at LAX

After the excitement of flying to and landing at Los Angeles International Airport, the flight back to John Wayne
Airport was pretty ho-hum, but on the ground back home it reminded me how fortunate we are to be able to
fly!

Landing at LAX

~ by Melody Liddell

In early May, my air traffic controller friend called and said he wanted to fly in my Cherokee to
LAX. He had friends in the tower, so they knew we were coming, and also his TRACON
friends knew about our goal.
We did a quick plan on my Foreflight, saw that it would be very hazy, but opted to go anyway.
Had I not had 10 years of experience, and close to 900 hours, I would not have gone. But, given
I have flown in haze many times before, and since all of the basin was reporting VFR, off we went.
When we fly, my friend does all the radio work, since it’s fun for him to be in the airplane instead of the TRACON
control room. He knows exactly what to say, and knows exactly what they expect from me. When he called John Wayne
clearance, he got a friend who joyfully told us that LAX had called and said they were not letting Cherokees land. At first
I was alarmed, but quickly realized he was having fun, because he specified Cherokees. We got a good laugh and also our
clearance.
Other pilots I know have flown into LAX via the Mesa departure, Queen Mary, north above Long
Beach airspace, past Compton then left turn for a straight-in. Because of the haze we decided
Orange departure, overfly Fullerton, and just shy of El Monte we made our left for a LONG
straight in. Diane Myers had mentioned to me recently, perhaps a month ago, the combination of
sun and haze can make for extremely limited visibility. And, prior to this flight I never experienced
that.
As soon as we were instructed to contact So Cal from SNA Tower, So Cal asked if we had made prior arrangements to fly
into LAX. My friend, responded with an arrogant “Oh, they KNOW we’re coming.” It was comical, but also true. (Side
note: LAX Operations would like GA to call them first for prior arrangements. It’s not a guarantee you’ll be allowed to
land, that is ALWAYS the controllers discretion based on workload, but this phone call helps improve chances.)
We chose 3,000’ as our altitude. As soon as we made our left turn for the prolonged straight in, both of us were amazed at
how hazy it appeared. The sun was in that unfortunate spot. My friend asked LAX tower for vectors towards the airport,
granted we were very far out, I knew from Foreflight. They helped guide us towards the field. It took a minute or two,
then my friend got runways 25L and 25R in sight (also known as the south complex) and it took me about a minute to get
them in sight also. I realized I was looking too close. But, as soon as I shifted my gaze farther out, I saw the runways
immediately. My friend specifically requested 25L. And they were happy to accommodate. Just as anticipated, I exited A4
and turned left on Alpha. Very clearly ground said to hold short of Foxtrot, and there was a giant yellow sign saying the
same. It’s considered one of the hotspots on the south complex.
Since the haze looked bad at the end of 25L towards the ocean, I told my friend to request a left downwind departure. He
said, “‘I’m not sure they can do that.” I said to him, “I am pilot in command, and I am NOT launching out in what I judge
as marginal VFR. One of us is going to tell tower we are doing a left downwind departure because of limited visibility”.
Needless to say, I was stern. No way was I going to let a controller in my plane, nor controllers in a tower, override MY
safety call.
The left downwind departure was approved. LAX had called Hawthorne tower to let them know I would be transitioning
their airspace on departure and they were fine with that. We climbed to 3,000’; and since the sun was behind us, we had
no haze issues returning to John Wayne. Nice landing on 20L. Back at my parking spot I entered my LAX landing in my
logbook. It was something I never thought I’d see!
View Melody’s flight “Landing at LAX May 2020” here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo6Cj2zYEgI&t=1s

THEY LET US LAND AT LAX!

~By Sofia Nosratabadi

What’s a tiny DiamondStar doing on an
11,000-foot runway at LAX? That’s right,
going to Signature Fuel, where they don’t
even serve 100LL avgas to the likes of us!
You don’t know how puny you are until you
are surrounded by a vast expanse of
runway-taxiway lights that are only meant
to be seen from the eye level of a jet. You’re
low to the ground, and all the lights are
compressed into a one-dimensional field of
view, where it’s hard to tell which lights are
closest to you and which ones are far away,
against a dark background.
This was Pat Prentiss’ idea, so if anyone
asks, it’s all Pat’s fault. She was the
standard-bearer, the first among us to go to
LAX and try it out in her Cessna 206
Stationair. She made it sound so easy.
She literally just went. I was stressing
out, memorizing all the taxiways that
Ground Control might possibly send us
through, on the way to Signature,
depending on whether we landed on
the North side or the South side of the
Complex.
But LAX Tower made it so easy for us: they cleared us for Runway 25L, and as soon as we landed, we got off taxiway E4,
which dumped us right in front of Signature. So, we didn’t have to meander through endless taxiways across the airport.
It’s the same set-up as the Atlantic FBO at Santa Barbara – you just land on 15L, get off taxiway E, and Atlantic is right
there waiting for you, so you don’t have to get
entangled taxiing across multiple taxiways and
two active runways just to get self-serve fuel
that doesn’t take cash on the opposite corner
of the airport.
And when I say “we,” I mean me and my flight
instructor. I’m not allowed to land in a Class B
airport as a student, and I’m not Instrumentrated yet, so I don’t know how to do ILS approaches. And I
would be too freaked out to go by myself, especially at night.
So, Garry had to file an IFR plan, get clearance from John
Wayne, and fly those funny-sounding fixes, like SNAKE and
HUKEM.
It turns out that flying is so enjoyable when you don’t
have to do any of the hard parts yourself! You just sit
there and take pretty pictures, while somebody else
sweats the details.

THEY LET US LAND AT LAX! Cont.
I brought flowers to Signature, in case we weren’t welcome
there, as the airport and its fuel services are not designed for
planes like ours. But it turns out that Signature has been
receiving a lot of requests from general aviation planes to
squeeze in there due to the downtime for jets, and all are
welcome. I don’t know about a SportStar, though. ATC asks
little planes to try to keep their speed up on approach, if they
can, which ideally should be something like 140 knots, to match
the jets. A SportStar might burn up in the atmosphere from so
much excitement.
On the way back to John Wayne, we got the SLI8.SLI SID out of
LAX and the ILS 20R to SNA.
Looking down at the
John Wayne runway
coming upon us, I
became aware of the
absence of runway
centerline lights, like at
LAX. It sure would be
nice to know exactly
where the ground is,
instead of just landing
into an abyss between
the runway edge lights. Especially in a DiamondStar, which doesn’t have those powerful landing lights like a jet does, or
at least a Cessna. (A SportStar is even worse. It’s like the landing light is not even there.)
This was Pat’s pep talk to me, to alleviate my fears about flying to LAX for the first time: “You are a pilot. You are meant
to do this. An airport is built for you to fly there. Life is short, and you have to take advantage of opportunities that come
your way, or you’ll miss the best things in life.” Thanks, Pat!

MEMBERS’ UPDATES!
Hi fellow OC 99s, it's Chris Cox reaching out from Hun ngton Beach hoping all of you are safe and healthy.
As you can see from the smile on my face, I'm back in the right seat con nuing with my instrument training
at Anthelion Helicopters in Long Beach. They're bringing current students back in a limited capacity and I am
ecsta c to be ﬂying again.
First ﬂight back was great, good chance to knock some of the rust oﬀ and get my instrument brain back in
gear a er my nearly 3 month hiatus. I passed my knowledge exam earlier this year and I'm ge ng ready for
my ﬁnal stage check with Anthelion before they send me for my check ride. I feel miles away from being
check ride ready, but hopefully it's only a few weeks. This has been a tough ra ng but totally worth all the
work.
I earned my ﬁxed wing private pilot license in Colorado ('04) and then moved back to California in 2005. Life
happened, so ﬂying was put on the back burner. My friend Nina Keefer, Co-Founder and Chief Pilot at
Anthelion, asked if I could help out during the 2018 Fes val of Flight at LGB. It was a long, hot, crazy day and
by the end the event I had caught the ﬂying bug again. Nina and her staﬀ have been awesome and I encourage anyone of my fellow 99s to take the plunge and go for a quick spin in a R-22. It's a great experience and
you never know, you just might want to change seats permanently.
Happy Flying
Chris Cox

Portable Aviation Transceivers – aka “Hand-held Radios”
I’ve owned and used a portable aviation transceiver (hand-held radio) for a very long time now, and
this article contains some of the reasons why I keep one with me when I’m at the airport and also
when I’m flying. Of course, I’m not going to tell you to rush right out and buy one, but if you already
own one that you haven’t used in a while, you might want to dust it off, make sure the batteries are
charged/new, and put it back into service. If you’ve ever thought about buying one, here are some
ideas to help you make up your mind.
Primarily, I have one for safety reasons, but it can also be a time, money & fuel saver (no kidding – keep
reading!), and a learning tool. And I will also admit that sometimes when I’m working in my hangar, I turn it
on just for the sake of curiosity – to see what’s in the pattern – and a certain entertainment factor (it’s
amazing what you hear sometimes!). Also, at the Chino airport, where I have my hangar, there are some really
impressive old airplanes that fly in and out, and sometimes it’s necessary to run out and have a look at them.

One of the foremost reasons for owning one of these useful little radios is as a backup in case the electrical
system in my Cardinal should unexpectedly stop working (been there, done that). One of the things I had my
“radio wizard” install for me is a connector from one of my aircraft external comm antennas. The connector is
located in the glove box and there’s a wire that locks onto the antenna connector on top of my hand-held
radio. It extends the range of communication from 1 or 2 miles to 5 or 6 miles (I’ve tested this). Whether or
not you have such a connection, if you are in a situation where your comm radio capability has failed for
some reason, having a portable transceiver can keep you in contact with a control tower (ATC comm requires
significantly more power than a handheld has) and keep you from being in a NORDO situation.
Another safety consideration is that should you ever be in a survival situation – on the ground after an offairport landing – you will be able to quickly check to hear whether your ELT is functioning, and you will also
be able to communicate with another aircraft that might be in the area to help speed your rescuers to you. By
the way, don’t forget to keep extra batteries for your hand-held in your emergency kit.
I said before that I wasn’t kidding that my hand-held radio is actually a time, money & fuel
saver. I can tune into the ATIS and write down the information before I ever start my preflight (yes, this is available on my smartphone as well). I can also call the Ground Controller
and request my IFR clearance. That way, it’ll be waiting for me once I taxi out to the runup
area and am ready to copy. (I’d be willing to bet the controllers are glad to have the extra time to put the
clearance requests into the system.) These are 2 things I can do with my in-panel radios once the engine is
running, but it saves a tenth or two on the Hobbs. These days, with general operating costs or rental
prices higher than ever, saving a tenth or two each flight translates into some fairly significant
money after a while.
When I first purchased a portable radio, many years ago, it was before I had my Instrument Rating. One of
the things I found as I listened to it was that it improved my situational awareness, my knowledge of ATC
procedures – especially for IFR – and my general ability to understand what controllers were saying. I used to
listen to the low altitude radar approach controllers giving instructions to the airliners and other planes
making instrument approaches. Once I started making approaches myself, I knew what to expect from ATC,
which was really helpful in a learning environment. It was also a great confidence builder. I don’t know about
you, but when I first started flying, the radio was pretty intimidating until I had spent a lot of time listening to
it.
Situational awareness is also a skill worth working on (I’ve written articles on that in the past). Of course,
nothing beats actually being in the air, but if you have a handheld radio, you can turn it on and learn a lot
when you’re doing something that will allow you to listen. It’s interesting how after just a few minutes, you
can have a pretty good idea of what’s going on in a particular area. If you’re used to doing this on the ground,
it’s just that much easier when you’re busy flying. Now that we are all locked down, if you’re not flying as
much, you can keep your listening skills sharp by tuning in.
One additional option you have other than a hand-held radio is a very helpful website:
https://www.liveatc.net. You can input the ATC source you want to listen to in a couple of different ways and
if you input an airport ID (e.g., KSNA), you can select from several different ways to listen. All this is free, but
there is a charge for their smartphone app if you choose to download it into your phone.
Happy listening!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety/San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2020

Happy June Birthdays!
2 Linda Abrams
2 Janise Lambert
6 Kelsi Calvillo
9 Hilda Hill
12 Lena Wilson
19 Jacqueline Stokes
20 Kimberly Yehling
20 CJ McMullin
Happy July Birthdays!
8 Pam Hengsteler
10 Lianne Oakes
18 Andrea Averyt
25 Irene Engard
31 Andrea Hernandez
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated!
And, please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join Us Online
Chapter Website - https://www.oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com
To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

